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Abstract

Performing a software modification requires a developer to investigate a program to find and understand the code relevant to the modification task. Although standard program investigation tools can help developers in this activity, developers often get lost in the complex web of information available about a program.

To address this problem we propose to use program navigation analysis, a technique to record and analyze the actions of a developer using a software development environment in order to infer the current task and the subset of a program relevant to this task. Our hypothesis is that we can use the results of program navigation analysis to dynamically configure the interface of a software development environment in a way that alleviates the problems of disorientation experienced by developers.

In this paper, we define program navigation analysis and present an overview of its underpinnings, summarize our experience with the technique, highlight important technical challenges, and discuss the benefits that can be reaped from use of the technique.

1. Introduction

Before performing a modification to a software system, developers must usually investigate the system to find and understand the source code relevant to the change task [2]. The large size of most production software systems, and the pressures inherent on development and maintenance tasks, render the program exploration activity a serious challenge to developers [3]. These factors make it unrealistic to expect developers to master the complete details of a system’s design and implementation prior to undertaking a modification. Rather, a developer must efficiently discover a sufficient amount of the structure and behavior of the program relevant to a modification [21].

Many tools have been developed to support developers in the task of identifying information about a program that is relevant to a change task. In particular, cross-referencing tools, such as code browsers and program databases, allow developers to perform queries that elicit the structural relations between different elements in a program. The main purpose of cross-referencing tools is to provide developers with information that cannot be obtained easily through source code inspection [5, 8, 14, 16, 22]. Currently, support for performing cross-reference queries is a standard feature of most modern software development environments, such as the Eclipse platform [15].

Although cross-referencing tools allow developers to quickly identify related parts of a program that are not collocated, their use leads to non-sequential patterns of navigation through a program [4] that can lead to problems of “disorientation” that have been observed and extensively studied in the context of hypertext navigation [6, 7, 13]. For example, one problem often encountered by developers investigating a program is the Embedded Digression Problem:

...pursuing multiple paths and digressions leads to a lot of trouble such as: losing your place, forgetting to return from digressions, and neglecting to pursue digressions you intended to follow. [7, p. 408].

As an illustration of this problem, we can take the case of a developer investigating the code implementing a matrix calculation algorithm. At some point, the developer may realize that the global memory allocation strategy in the program investigated also needs to be understood [1], and then pursue a thread of investigation relevant to the memory allocation strategy. Once this aspect is understood, the developer might become “lost”, and not remember how or where to pursue the investigation of the matrix calculation algorithm.
Various approaches have been proposed to alleviate the problem of orientation in complex data structures. Such approaches include history lists and similar features [7], visual displays that support the metaphor of physical navigation [9, 13], and tools that can record the paths taken by developers while investigating programs [12]. However, although they present program information in a way that may facilitate navigation, these approaches do not address the fundamental problem of helping developers focus on the information relevant to their task. We believe that task-specific support for program navigation is essential for developers to keep their bearing in what would otherwise be an overwhelming amount of information. Unfortunately, it is practically impossible to determine what is relevant to a task through standard program analyses. As Woods et al. have observed in a different context, the discovery of relevant information is inevitably a human-centric activity.

Just as machine diagnosis can err, we cannot expect machine agents to consistently and correctly identify all of the data that is relevant and significant in a particular context in order to bring it to the attention of the human practitioner. It always takes cognitive work to find the significance of data. [24, p. 31]

Based on this fundamental observation, we are interested in developing software development environments that are sensitive to the activities of a developer, and that can contextualize their interface based on an interpretation of the task being performed. For this purpose, we define and motivate the need for a new type of analysis, called program navigation analysis, which focuses on the interpretation of the navigation activities of developers as they investigate a program, with the purpose of facilitating program investigation in the context of a specific task.

In the rest of this paper, we define program navigation analysis and present an overview of its underpinnings (Section 2), summarize our experience with the technique (Section 3), highlight important technical challenges (Section 4), and discuss benefits that can be reaped from use of the technique (Section 5).

2. Program Navigation Analysis

Generally speaking, we define program navigation analysis as the process of collecting data about the program investigation activities of a developer during a software engineering task, and analyzing this data to support the same or a different software engineering task.

The idea of using data about the navigation paths of tool users has long been a desirable goal, and research addressing this ideal finds its source in work on user interfaces and human-computer interaction:

A nice outcome would be to have a personalized summary of what has been examined during a browsing session that could later be used for analysis and integration [7, p. 408].

An early example in the direction of program navigation analysis is the idea of recording how much different parts of a document have been respectively read and edited, and of displaying information about this edit and read wear as graphical annotations in the scrollbars of a text editor [10].

Later work based on this idea include Footprints, a project to help users navigate effectively through a web of information by analyzing a record of previous interaction between people and a system:

Work done by users to solve problems in information systems should leave traces. These traces should be accessible to future users who could take advantage of the work done in the past to make their own problem-solving easier. [23, p. 270]

Research in the context of the Footprints project has led to the development of advanced web navigation tools that have been shown to help users perform information-gathering tasks more effectively.

In the context of software engineering, we propose the more ambitious goal of using program navigation analysis to automatically tailor software development environments to a software engineering task based on an inference of the code relevant to the task. This goal can be contrasted with the purpose of user-adaptive systems, which is to adapt to particular users [11].

With a mature program navigation analysis technology available, we hope to be able to produce task-aware software development environments that can reduce the problem of disorientation experienced by developers during program investigation activities by automatically determining and visually emphasizing the subset of a program likely to be related to the task.

3. Our Experience

As part of a research project, we developed an algorithm to automatically infer clusters of program elements potentially related to a task based on an analysis of the source code a developer examined during a program investigation session [18]. The motivation for this research was to find an inexpensive way to generate artifacts describing how and where different concerns1 are implemented in a sys-

1We define the term concern as any high-level concept a developer needs to consider during a software engineering task, and that has a corresponding mapping in the source code of a system.
The technique we developed is based on an analysis of all the code that becomes visible in the editor window of a software development environment during a program investigation session. Specifically, our technique comprises three phases: a transcription phase, an analysis phase, and a clustering phase.

Transcription Phase In this phase, a machine-readable transcript summarizing the investigation session is produced. Information about the code viewed by a developer can be captured in a variety of ways. We decided to capture a list of navigation events each comprising the following information:

- The set of all the methods completely or partially visible in the active editor window at any point in time (fields are ignored for reasons described in Section 4).
- How each event was produced, distinguishing between five potential actions: choosing a method from a browser, performing a keyword search, performing a cross-reference search, scrolling, and recalling a previously active window.
- The target of the action (e.g., in the case where a method is selected from a browser, we record which method was selected).

In our initial research, we produced the navigation transcripts based on a manual coding of screen movies recorded during empirical studies of program evolution. It is understood that a mature version of this technology should support the automatic production of navigation transcripts.

Analysis Phase In this phase, an inference program scans the navigation transcript and assigns a correlation metric to all pairs of methods present in the transcript based on how “related” the two methods in the pair were during the program investigation. A number of factors are considered in this analysis, but the general intuition is that methods that were heavily examined in direct or close sequence probably are related in the context of a concern (or task). The details of the algorithm can be found in a separate article [18].

Clustering phase In the final phase, the inference program selects a user-specified number of pairs in decreasing value of correlation and groups elements into concerns by taking the transitive closure of each pair. For example, if the pairs [A,B][B,C][D,E] are found to have the highest correlation metric, the inference program produces the concerns {A,B,C} and {D,E}.

Empirical evaluation of this technique on two different program investigation tasks of 45 and 60 minutes involving a total of five different developers, showed that in every case the algorithm could infer a core set of elements representing important (and in some cases, critical) methods related to a task. In each case, the results were produced with a minimum amount of noise. As a typical example, for one subject, three useful concerns were found in a list of seven concerns proposed by the algorithm. This project thus showed the feasibility of inferring code relevant to a task based on program navigation activities.

With the algorithm summarized above, the performance of program navigation analysis is not an issue. For investigation sessions of one hour, the time required to generate results using a sub-optimal implementation was in the order of a few seconds. At this point we do not believe computational complexity to be an impediment to the adoption of program navigation analysis. As for the automatic generation of navigation transcripts, we are currently investigating potential ways to instrument the Eclipse platform to automatically produce the navigation transcripts, and we do not foresee this issue to be a fundamental hurdle.

4. Technical Challenges

In our experience, we found that the most complex issues related to program navigation analysis lie in generating precise results that require a minimum of user input to correct or filter. In this context, we now discuss the four important challenges we have identified when trying to improve the precision of our program navigation analysis technique: determining what a developer is really examining, accounting for time, identifying the start point of a task, and inferring the nature of a task. Although these challenges were identified as part of our work on concern inference algorithms, we believe that they are general challenges inherent to the concept of program navigation analysis.

Inferring the code a developer is examining When investigating a program, a lot of the information a developer accesses is irrelevant and mentally discarded. For example, when studying the code for a short method, a developer will typically have in his field of view the code for other methods above or below the method of interest in the file. In this case, can we be sure that the developer is only investigating one method? In other words, how can we determine with accuracy the subset of methods on the screen that is actively examined by a developer? This problem is exacerbated in the case of field declarations, which typically occupy a very small fraction of the source code on display in an editor. For this reason, our current algorithm ignores field declarations in most situations. In the case of methods, we use a
stochastic approach that involves assigning artificial probabilities to the different methods visible based on a number of factors such as whether the method was accessed explicitly or revealed through scrolling. We believe this type of stochastic approach to be generally more desirable than alternatives such as controlling the number of lines of source code displayed in an editor window. However, much work needs to be done to improve the parameters of the algorithm. Ideally, configurations for the probabilities involved in determining which method is examined should be based on empirical data, and should include self-training feedback.

**Accounting for time**  Our current program navigation analysis algorithm does not account for the time a developer spends examining each method. However, we believe that important gains in precision can be obtained by factoring in such time data. Unfortunately, without specialized devices, it is generally not possible to determine, based on an instrumentation of a software development environment, whether or not a developer is actually looking at the code on the screen. Specifically, important interferences can be caused just by having a developer leave to get a coffee, or turn away from the screen to discuss with a colleague. In such cases, a method that was on the screen for five minutes could have been actually examined for only five seconds. After numerous unsuccessful attempts at increasing the precision of our algorithm through the inclusion of time data, we decided to develop our initial prototype without this factor. In a fully-integrated approach, one possibility could be to have an explicit way for developers to “pause” the recording of their activities. Unfortunately, this alternative is disruptive and decreases the value of the approach. In any case, the inclusion of time data in program navigation analysis without user interference remains an open problem.

**Identifying the start point of a task**  During the empirical evaluation of our program navigation analysis technique, we observed that, in the absence of any information about where to start a program investigation, developers began their task with very broad searches that often yielded few useful results [18]. We also observed that the results of the analysis were more precise for developers who were given an initial start point for their investigation. These observations indicate that broad searches such as the ones performed to identify a starting point for an investigation task are of little value to help determine the code relevant to a task. A simple solution to elide these broad initial searches is to allow developers to manually start the recording of their investigation activities once they become involved in a focused investigation. However, in addition to being disruptive, this alternative requires that developers be able and willing to identify when their investigation becomes focused. Instead, a more desirable outcome would be to infer this transition automatically. This inference may be possible through an analysis of how many search results are used versus how many are discarded. However, we have not yet investigated the feasibility of this idea.

**Inferring the nature of a task**  The program navigation analysis we developed applies a set of general heuristics to the record of a developer’s investigation actions. However, we believe the precision of program navigation analysis may be further improved by inferring the nature of the task being performed. For example, we expect the navigation behavior of developers to be different whether they are performing a debugging task, planning a refactoring, writing unit tests, or enhancing a feature. Characterizing the program navigation behavior of a developer in terms of the nature of a task performed may allow us to apply program navigation analysis heuristics that are specially tailored to the task, yielding more precise results.

**5. Potential Uses for Program Navigation Analysis**

The technique we developed is a proof of concept intended for a specific purpose: the production of artifacts describing the implementation of different concerns in source code. However, once program navigation analysis is a mature technology, we believe it will be possible to use it to support a number of software development environment features intended to mitigate the disorientation problems associated with program investigation activities. Foreseeable examples include support for streamlined program navigation, task-sensitive history lists, and task-aware environment configuration.

**Streamlined program navigation**  By inferring the code relevant to a task, it will be possible to highlight it in code browsers, editors, and other views developers use to access program information. This feature should have a direct impact on the efficiency of developers. Indeed, during empirical studies of programmers [20], we noticed that developers often accessed unrelated elements above or below a related element in a code browser. For example, Figure 1 is a partial view of a code browser showing 11 of the 181 elements declared in a class accessed by a developer as part of a software change task we studied. As we observed during the study, in the process of accessing method `recoverAutosave`, which was previously identified as relevant, the developer mistakenly accessed method with similar-looking signatures (e.g., method `removeAllMarkers`).
By making elements related to a task more conspicuous in the software development environment as soon as they are identified through program navigation analysis, we expect that developers will access the program information with fewer false positives. For example, in the case described above, method `recoverAutosave` could be flagged in the browser after being identified as relevant to the task with program navigation analysis (see Figure 2), preventing the developer from mistakenly accessing irrelevant methods such as `removeAllMarkers`.

**Task-sensitive history lists**  History lists present in web browsers and the search engines of software development environments keep a record of all the searches performed by a user. However, because of the heuristic nature of program investigation, many of the search results are useless dead-ends. Using information obtained through program navigation analysis, we could make information relevant to a task more conspicuous in history lists.

**Task-aware environment configuration**  The two features described above rely on program navigation analysis to identify the subset of a program relevant to a task. A more ambitious goal for the use of program navigation analysis is to also infer the nature of the task itself. Besides improving the precision of the analysis results (see above), a characterization of the task a developer is performing could be used to support a dynamic configuration of the software development environment. This type of dynamic environment configuration could be used to make the tools most relevant to the task conspicuous in the software development environment. Although previous work has pointed to the possibility of inferring the nature of a task from an analysis of navigation paths [4], we have not yet evaluated this possibility in the context of a prototype tool.

**6. Conclusions**

The discovery of information relevant to a software engineering task is inevitably a human-centric activity. Although standard program investigation tools can help developers find elements in a program that a relevant to a task, they can also cause developers to become lost in the web of information that the software engineering tools make available about a program.

To address this problem, we propose to use program navigation analysis to infer the task a developer is currently performing, and the subset of a program relevant to that task. Based on this analysis, we hope to be able to dynamically customize software development environments in order to help developers focus on their task as much as possible. We believe software development environments features leveraging off program navigation analysis have the potential to mitigate the problem of disorientation associated with program investigation activities.

A proof-of-concept project has shown that program navigation analysis is feasible. Even though technical challenges remain on the road to a mature and fully integrated version of this technology, we believe that the potential benefits warrant further investigation.
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